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Special Kingston Supplement
Conversation Pieces in the Neighbourhoods

Our musicians have been performing in care settings in the Royal Borough of Kingston upon
Thames for many years. I was privileged to set up these concerts while organising music in the
community for the London Mozart Players, and it is a delight to continue these concerts around the
borough under the banner of Everyone Matters.
Once again the Kingston Neighbourhood Grants Committees have done us proud. During the
2014-15 season all four neighbourhoods supported us with grants to give concerts in nursing homes
and day centres in Kingston Town, Maldens and Coombe, Surbiton and South of the Borough,
including a new relationship on Cedars Unit, the rehabilitation unit at Tolworth Hospital.
The season began with a whirl of activity to celebrate the borough’s Enjoying Later Life Festival,
with thirteen concerts packed into the week of the Festival and several others taking place within a
week or two of the main event. We joined in the Arts Festival at Murray House, stood in silence at
Bourne House during the televising of the Armistice Day ceremony from the Tower of London with
its array of ceramic poppies, shared home-made Victoria sponge at The White House and
strawberry scones with cream at Bradbury Active Age Centre, fought our way through February
snow to reach Amy Woodgate House, crammed the harp in the lift at Tolworth Hospital, played
using the upstairs piano at Galsworthy House and carried our own keyboard into the back sitting
room at Speirs House, and although one concert had to be cancelled because our audience would
not have been safe travelling out in the snow to get to our performance for the Surbiton Club for the
Blind, nonetheless thanks to a somewhat hectic series of mobile phone calls it was possible within
the hour to replace the show with one at Southborough Nursing Home.
I am very grateful to all the Activities Organisers, Managers, Occupational Therapists and other
staff who work so hard to make us welcome at these concerts and who support us by joining the
audiences, helping share out the printed menus, encouraging frail older people to have the
confidence to request favourite items, and ensuring that refreshments are available that can be
shared by all in order to facilitate the all-important chat over a cup of tea. Especial thanks are due to
the Neighbourhood Grants Committees without whose subsidies these concerts could not take
place, to all the care settings for their essential contributions, and to our own Friends whose
donations have made it possible to respond to requests for several special occasion concerts in
addition to the 24 funded by our main project.
Margaret Archibald, December 2015
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Photo Gallery
With thanks to Basil Hunt who attends the Bradbury Centre; Liliana Stark, Activities Organiser at Murray
House; and Marion Caldwell, Assistant Day Centre Manager at Raleigh House

Danielle Perrett and her harp at the Bradbury Centre
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Christmas at Murray House with Nicoline Kraamwinkel, Julia Desbruslais and Margaret Archibald
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Julia Desbruslais and her son Tim Posner play’cello duos at Bradbury
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Rosanna Rolton entertains the Saturday Dementia Club at Raleigh House
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